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Abstract—In artificial intelligence, various theories on knowl-
edge representation have gained ground. While logic descriptions,
semantic nets, frames and associative networks are used for the
implementation, the question which theory is best to be used as
archetype for the knowledge model is controversially discussed.
Regarding the use of biological principals, neural nets and
psychological inspired theories are applied to technical concepts.
Both approaches show disadvantages regarding their engineering
usage. This article presents an information representation module
that is developed for a psychoanalytical inspired reasoning unit.
The module and its advantages in contrast to other approaches
are discussed and tested in a game of artificial life. Defined data
structures and the psychoanalytic background are explained. A
use case is shown which helps to understand the principals behind
the model.

Index Terms—knowledge representation, software agent, arti-
ficial intelligence, psychoanalysis, bionics

I. INTRODUCTION

THe Artificial Recognition System (ARS) project, intro-
duced at the Vienna University of Technology in 2003,

aims to open a new chapter in artificial intelligence by the
introduction of psychoanalytic principals to computer science
[1]. ARS originates in building automation, where a demand
to provide control systems, which are able to cope with a
growing amount of data, is given. Along the quality to deal
with an increasing amount of data, the functionality to handle
unknown situations is an additional desired benefit. A system
that is perfectly able to deal with these requirements is the
human being, respectively the human psyche. It is able to
abstract and create new action-plans for newly appeared cir-
cumstances. Hence, the ARS project uses the human psyche as
archetype for modeling a decision unit for automation control
systems [2]. In doing so a new concept that bases on the
neuropsychoanalytical approach is introduced. The designed
model is verified in autonomous embodied software agents.
Project ARS forms a promising step towards new approaches
of designing automatic reasoning systems for automation
applications. The choice of neuropsychoanalysis as archetype
for the development of a decision unit offers new perspectives
for the research field.

A. The ARS Approach and Psychoanalysis

Up to now, approaches in artificial intelligence provide
successful functionality for a restricted and precise defined
environment. However, for the use in highly dynamic envi-
ronments, no adequate solution has been found yet. The ARS
project handles this problem in a new way. For building a
model of the decision unit know-how from psychoanalysis
is used. In particular Sigmund Freud’s second topographical

model that provides a functional description of the human
mind [3] is examined. Regarding this methodology embodi-
ment has to be included in the model [4]. This point of view
matches with [5], [6] [pp. 161-164].

It is the aim of the ARS-project, to implement functionality
and not to copy observed behavior only. Projects like the
development of the Kismet robot [7] at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology are based on copying aspects of
the human behavior. In particular, this robot shows facial
expressions similar to a human being, although the robot does
not imply any of the human beings psychic functions like
feelings, demands or consciousness [8]. Human behavior is
just projected by the person watching the robot. The ARS
project goes another way. It is assumed to be possible to
integrate human mind functionality based on psychoanalytic
theory [8].

To distinguish between behavior and functionality, the right
model has to be chosen [9]. Another question is how to define
the functionality in a technical point of view. This is handled in
the ARS project by the use of the top-down design approach.
From our point of view, it is the wrong way to form complex
functionalities like human psychic processes by imitating brain
processes at the neural-abstraction layer. First these processes
are not fully investigated and their mapping to mind processes
are controversially discussed. Like stated in [8], the top-down
approach starts at the topmost layer (the main functionality).
This level is divided into sub-functionality, till an abstraction
level is reached, which contains technical implementable parts.

The topmost functionality is based on the three instances
Id, Ego and Super-Ego according to the second topographical
model of the human mind [3]. These three modules are
split up into smaller functional parts, resulting in the ARS
model. A detailed description can be found in [4] and [10].
Generally spoken, the Ego is mainly responsible for planning
and mapping internal demands to their realization in the agents
environment. The Id is the source of internal demands that are
triggered by the bodily state. The Super Ego defines a set of
rules that depend on the social environment. In technical terms,
these rules are described as safety critical restrictions.

B. Saving Information and Actions

This paper focuses on the information-representation struc-
ture for the ARS model. It is described how information
is stored, retrieved and connected. As the information is
processed in a psychoanalytical inspired decision unit, the
information representation has to follow the psychoanalytic
concepts too. The scientific challenge is to develop an appro-
priate solution that fits the ARS approach.
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Section II outlines state of the art developments for in-
formation representation. A detailed description of the model
structure can be found in Section III. An explanation of the
data-types is given in Section III-B while their implementation
is described in Section IV. To test the system and verify the
results, an artificial game of life is used, where software agents,
which contain the ARS decision unit, have to fulfill several
use cases. The Bubble World simulator (BWsim) is explained
in detail in Section V. In Section VI the implementation is
discussed by a proposed use case.

II. STATE OF THE ART

In the area of artificial intelligence the question of how to
represent and store information is fundamental. A common
approach is to get inspiration from human sciences for the
design of knowledge bases. An implication that can be princi-
pally agreed with. Regarding autonomous agents and robots,
the differentiation of the information type in declarative and
procedural memory or its sustainability in the human mind,
like short-term and long-term memory, is a commonly used.
Ho et al. [11] and Tecuchi et al. [12] implement an episodic
memory, inspired by the work of Tulving [13] and Baddely
[14] to their software agents. Anderson et al. [15] introduces
a production system into the cognitive architecture ACT-R
that is based upon a clear distinction between declarative and
procedural memory. A pre-version of the actual ARS model
has been designed with modules that imply the differentiation
of semantic, episodic and working memories.

The crux of the matter in the division to types of information
and memory systems is stated from different sides. Pfeifer
et al. criticize in [6] that human sciences define more than
two to three types of memory. For engineers, memory types
like the episodic or semantic one seem to be important at
first sight. The question is, if the model of memory misses
a part in case several parts are ignored. Newel et al. [16]
left out this differentiation in his cognitive architecture SOAR
(State Operator Apply Result). Newel states that as SOAR is
claimed to be a cognitive architecture different memory effects
emerge without an individual implementation of memory
structures. He explains and claims his view in [16]. In addition
different memory systems are based upon different structures
and functionalities that are generally fragmentary defined. This
instance seems to make the theory unfeasible for the use in
engineering terms as the structure itself is a very important
point for the construction of a knowledge base. On the other
hand, engineers use this space of freedom in order to form
an own interpretation of structures and functionalities. This
brings up another point of criticism that is to say that engineers
transfer models of human sciences to the area of engineering
without the required expertise. A mistake that is admitted in
the ARS project where interdisciplinary work with experts
from neuropsychoanalysis and psychoanalysis is done.

Bovet et al. goes a different way as they do not assume
different memory systems but an identical structure based on
the interconnection of sensor and motor modalities [17]. As
Pfeifer, he holds the view that memory emerges out of the
interaction with the environment and the correlation between

senor stimuli and motor activity. In AMOUSE, Bovet et al.
implement their view. Beneath the sensor-motor-connective
approach, knowledge is stored in autonomous agents on the
base of first-order logics and enhancements of first order log-
ics, semantic nets or frames, respectively script technologies.
The first-order logic approach is generally criticized as it is
doubted to describe the whole world by logic relations. Frames
and neural nets are said to leave too much to chance; the
required behavior will not emerge. Production systems like
SOAR are based on a combination of both approaches.

The ARS model bases on a hierarchical view of sensor data
fusion [18], [19]. The manipulation of the received semantic
symbols takes place in a psychoanalytic inspired decision unit.
The information storage is done within a module that is fully
decoupled from the reasoning unit on a parallel information
representation layer. This module as well as the psychoanalytic
theory, which it bases on, is discussed below.

III. INFORMATION REPRESENTATION SYSTEM

Regarding the design of the ARS decision unit, it has to be
differentiated between the modeling and the implementation
part. Section III-A and III-B deal with the modeling process
while Section IV focuses on the implementation.

A. Assumptions

The modeling process is realized by the translation and
adaptation of psychoanalytic terms to the area of engineering.
This is done in interdisciplinary work with psychoanalysts.
A control system based upon Sigmund Freud’s second topo-
logical model of the human mind is specified. In [10], [8]
the structure of the ARS model 4.0 is described in detail
and an implementation to embodied software agents is shown.
The article at hand focuses on the information structure that
is manipulated by the decision unit. As the reasoning unit
bases on psychoanalytic theory the information structure has
to correspond to this theory too. In [20] three atomic data
types are defined that are labeled as thing-presentations, word-
presentations and affects. The definitions of these data-types
are discussed in Section III-B.

The reasoning unit is responsible for the manipulation of
semantic symbols in order to achieve decisions regarding
upcoming actions. It receives data from the neuro-symbolic
layer that turns sensory signals into symbols. The neuro-
symbolic layer forms the sensor and actuator interface between
the reasoning unit and the body. The neuro-symbolic network
defines the fusion of raw sensor data to semantic symbols. It
is discussed in [19] in detail. Fig. 1 shows the information
flow through the reasoning unit. The input is formed by
environmental and bodily sensory data (see arrow 1). The ARS
model additionally specifies an internal system balance called
homeostasis. The homeostatic output defines the third type of
input to the decision unit. It recognizes bodily status levels that
are out of balance. Regarding the human being, homeostatic
levels are blood consistences or hormone levels. Mapped to a
technical system this accords to e.g. an energy level.

The system input is processed within the sensor interface to
multimodal-symbols. Multi-modal symbols are neuro-symbols
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Fig. 1. Information flow through the reasoning unit

that merge information on multi sensor modalities. As a result,
the reasoning unit receives a neuro-symbolic representation of
the environment and the bodily and homeostatic state (see
arrow 2 in Fig. 1). Out of this fact assumptions for the
development of the information representation module are
formed.

• The reasoning unit receives information on the environ-
ment in the form of semantic symbols. Each symbol
represents at least the sensor modality of one object –
e.g. its visual representation. At the lowest granularity, a
symbol represents the object itself.

• Symbols are definitely assigned to received objects. The
binding between sensor data that belong together is
already done in the sensor interface.

As shown in Fig. 1, the information is manipulated by the
reasoning unit and transferred to the actuator interface (see
arrow 3). There, it is transformed to signals that control the
system’s actuators (see arrow 4). In between arrow 5 shows
the information exchange between the reasoning unit and the
information representation module that retrieves and stores
information in a database. This module is discussed in detail
in Section III-B. The information representation system is
designed to operate only in composition with the ARS 4.0
model but functionally decoupled from it.

• It is strictly differentiated between information and con-
trol flow. The proposed data structures are manipulated
by the reasoning unit and required to control the system.
However, they do not define the search algorithms that
are required to operate in the search space and provide
data structures for the reasoning unit. These control
functionalities are part of the information representation
module’s functionality.

• The information representation module must not be mis-
taken for a memory system. It is a structure related to
storing and retrieving data following the psychoanalytic
defaults. Contrariwise, the term memory implies func-
tionality that is distributed to the whole control unit.

• The first version does not show learning abilities. It is
focused on the search and retrieval of information. An
adaption for specific learning mechanisms is arranged in
further work.

B. Representation of Information

Below the definitions of the atomic data types and essen-
tial psychoanalytical nomenclature are given. The first terms
discussed are primary and secondary process. They are modes
that define the manipulation of data in the reasoning unit and
specify certain encoding types of information. Every function
in the reasoning unit operates by following one of these
principals. Functions that follow the primary process do not
filter any conflictive data. This means that one and the same
process is able to manipulate contradicting information in par-
allel. Primary processes are not able to structure information
regarding temporal or logical dependencies. On the contrary,
functions that operate in the secondary process mode are
able to form dependencies between information components.
Logical, temporal and local relations are formed. Conflicts
have to be solved. In [10] both types of processes are defined
in detail. Data structures can only be manipulated by specific
process modes. The three atomic data-types are defined in [20]
and listed below.

Thing-presentations are formed by acoustic, visual, haptic,
olfactory and taste modalities. They are not limited to single
sensor modalities. A thing-presentation represents a combi-
nation of multiple sensor modalities. They form the sensor
representation of a physical object but are not limited to
it. Innate actions are represented by thing-presentations too.
However, the whole action cannot be sub-divided to its basic
components – e. g. muscle control. So it is represented as
a single thing-presentation. The sensor interface (see Fig.1)
provides this information. Multi-modal symbols are directly
mapped to thing presentations. Within the implementation,
temporally associated thing-presentations form a net that is
labeled as thing-presentation mesh.

Word-presentations are represented by a set of signs. These
signs are mapped to perceived data and set in context to
each other. In case of human language, the alphabet or
vocabularies represent a set of signs. One word-presentation
merges a thing-presentation mesh to one sign. This sign is used
for further processing. Contrary to thing-presentations, word-
presentations introduce logic, temporal, and local relations.
Word-presentations allow it to introduce scenarios and plans.
Any information that is manipulated in the secondary process
is formed out of word-presentations. They are formed in
dependency to the environment. This means that the labeling
of certain thing-presentation meshes with a word-presentation
depends on the environment - e.g. the naming of objects
depend on the language. Hence, the word-presentation that cer-
tain objects are labeled with, correspond between individuals.
Contrary the thing-presentation meshes depend on the sensor
system. Hence they are individually different as the sensor
systems are individually different too. Two persons label a
color with the same name even if there is no guarantee that
the color is detected by person one the same way as it is done
by person two.

The term affect has had to be adapted and could not be
mapped directly to an engineering term. In psychoanalysis this
term is used in diverse meanings with different unity. For the
use in engineering terms, the affect represents the change of
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Fig. 2. Information representation structure

the homeostatic balance.
Regarding the different process and encoding modes, thing-

presentations and affects are manipulated by primary pro-
cesses, while word-presentations form the base for secondary
processes. In [20] the activation of stored knowledge is dis-
cussed. It has been distinguished between outer and inner
activation, which differentiates between activation by environ-
mental and homeostatic information, and direct and indirect
activation, which differentiates the activation by a direct match
of incoming data or through a spread activation. Here, a
closer look to the organization of information related to the
context of scenarios is made. As it is shown in Fig.1 incoming
information is manipulated by the reasoning unit. For this
manipulation, several functions have to fall back to infor-
mation about ”experiences”. This information is stored in a
database. This database is loaded during runtime and managed
by the information representation module. The methodology
of dividing between control flow and information flow is taken
from the modeling principal of the reasoning unit. Search
algorithms and retrieval mechanisms are part of the module’s
management functionality. Fig. 2 shows the division between
primary process information and secondary process informa-
tion. These terms are directly mapped to the data structures
regarding their manipulation in defined process modes. Thing-
presentations, affects and their associations are represented in
the primary information layer, while word-presentations are
represented in the secondary information layer.

The primary information layer is arranged by thing-
presentation meshes and appendices. In a first version, thing-
presentation meshes represent only physical objects. Fig.2
shows an example of a thing-presentation mesh. The mesh
exists out of single thing-presentations according to the sensed
object’s attributes. The appendices, which are formed by
tuples, represent the object’s influence on the agent. One
component of the tuple is the affect, which is implemented as
a value between minus one and one. The second component
is a thing-presentation, respectively a thing-presentation mesh,
which represents the action that has been applied to the object.

Thing-presentation meshes are associated with each other by

corresponding attributes. This associations have a static weight
in the first version of the module but vary in future implemen-
tations. If a thing-presentation mesh is ”activated” by an infor-
mation match, thing-presentation meshes of similar attributes
are activated too. In order to limit the activation dispersion,
association weights have to be established. The activated thing-
presentation meshes are forwarded to the reasoning unit. The
reasoning unit itself has to sort out important from unimportant
information. On this layer, the associations do not include any
logic relations. Thing-presentation meshes are connected with
word-presentations (see Fig. 2). Here, temporal, local and logic
relations are introduced. Word-presentations are combined
to images. Relations between images form scenarios. These
relations imply various components, like a temporal attribute
or the action that has to be applied to an image. Scenarios
are mapped to action plans. Even word-presentations are
associated with each other, their thing-presentation meshes
are not connected. Primary information layer and secondary
information layer are coupled by the connection between
thing-presentation meshes and word-presentations only. This
connection is the link between perceived data and processed
action plans.

The realization of the proposed data structures and the
specified information representation module is discussed in
Section IV.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In Section III the model of a psychoanalytical inspired in-
formation representation module is introduced. In this section
the implementation of the information representation module
and the defined data structures is discussed. First, an overview
of the realization of the data structures is given.

Thing-presentation meshes are arranged in a frame structure.
As shown in Fig. 3, the attributes of the frame are divided into
four groups. First, the frame structure implements associations
that associate single thing-presentations. These are the physical
attributes of an object that is perceived by the sensor system.
If there is a match between perceived information and a
thing-presentation, associated thing-presentation meshes are
activated too and forwarded to the reasoning unit. The more
object information is available the more it is possible to limit
the search space.

The second type of attributes contain tuples. One component
is an association to actuator actions. These actions are applied
to the object that is represented by a thing-presentation mesh.
The other component is a value between minus one and one.
According to the model in Section III this represents the affect
and therefore defines an evaluation of the influence of an
interaction with the object has had. A negative value represents
a bad experience while a positive value represents a good one.

The third type concurs with weighted associations to other
thing-presentation meshes. These associations are formed
by local and temporal simultaneous appearance of thing-
presentation meshes. These associative entities form images
of situations.

The last attribute is the association to the word-presentation.
Actually word-presentations are defined in the form of a basic
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Fig. 3. Thing-presentation mesh

set of signs and logic relations. As the agents, in a first version,
do not imply communication and learning abilities, these terms
are hard-coded. This must be adapted in further work.

The secondary information layer is formed out of scenarios
that are build upon word-presentations. They are connected
to thing-presentations or represent logic relations that are not
represented in the actual model. Psychoanalysis mentions that
every word-presentation is connected to a thing-presentation.
However, as logic relations are only connected in the sec-
ondary information layer, it does not make sense to define their
representation at the primary information layer – regarding the
engineering conversion only. Scenarios are implemented with
semantic nets. The nodes are tuples of word-presentations that
define an object. The relations in between define the logic
and temporal dependency as well as the action that has to be
applied to the current situation in order to execute the scenario.

Actually the search space is limited. This fact enables to
search through the whole search space in every simulation
step. An integration on more sophisticated search algorithms
would meet the limits of the system performance in more
complex scenarios. Hence, further work focuses on this issue.

V. SIMULATOR

To test the described model, a game of artificial life –
the Bubble World simulator (BWsim) – that is based on the
MASON (Multi Agent Simulation of Neighborhoods) library
[21] [22] is developed. Like outlined in Section I, embodied
agents are defined and placed into the BWsim. Fig. 4 shows
that the simulation environment contains several elements like
walls, stones and basic energy-sources. A human-control-able
agent is added in order to test the interaction between agents.
By interaction with the artificial agent that is controlled by the
ARS model, it is possible to trigger reactions and verify the
system.

Fig. 4 illustrates a basic setup. The circles around the agent
represent the vision area, separated into different sensor ranges
and perspectives. The range and perspective specifies the level
of detail with which an object is perceived. A factor that is
important for the use cases proposed in Section VI.

It is a basic design goal of the simulator, to separate the
simulation environment from the decision unit. The decision
unit is decoupled from the simulator and can only receive/send

Fig. 4. Screenshot Bubble World Simulator

information through the defined interfaces. This prevents from
using direct sensor-data instead of using their neurosymbolic
representation. The agent perceives his environment through
his sensors and the corresponding neurosymbolic values. In
addition the modular composition of the BWsim, enables to
outsource it to distributed hardware. The decisions for each
artificial agent as well as their bodies and the simulation
environment can be calculated on different CPUs. This can
be realized only in case the interfaces between are defined
and used.

Fig. 5. Screenshot Inspector

To compare the research-results, different decision units are
used in the proposed simulator. Until now, we are able to com-
pare the psychoanalytical model against an implementation of
the Fungus-Eater scenario [23] that is based on a static rule-
set. Further work focuses on an implementation of a Believe-
Desire-Intention (BDI) model and am realization of cognitive
architectures like ACT-R and SOAR. The decoupling between
the simulation environment and the decision unit ensures to
exchange the different systems among each another.

Like discussed in Pfeier et al. [6] [pp. 161-164], em-
bodiment is a precondition for intelligence. Furthermore the
developed model is based on psychoanalysis, which implies
the use of an embodied agent. The agents are equipped
with actuators for executing their abilities (graping/carrying
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objects, consuming energy sources). Through sensors that
contain visual, tactile and olfactory modalities, the agents are
able to perceive their environment. Within the two dimen-
sional environment the agents have the possibility to turn
left/right and to move forward/backward. To simulate physical
effects like hitting other objects, an additional physics engine
for the MASON toolkit is used (http://cs.gmu.edu/∼eclab/
projects/mason/extensions/physics2d/, December 2009). The
agent consumes energy, comparable to the energy consumption
of the human body. Each action requires a specific amount
of energy. Internal body systems are defined that simulate a
homeostasis and define the body state (stomach tension, health,
temperature, stomach content, ...). A detailed discussion can
be found in [24]. Depending on the internal energy level, the
decision unit decides for required actions and action plans (e.g.
consume food or rest).

Like shown in Fig. 5, inspectors were defined to visualize
the information flow within the model and to alleviate the
debugging process. The inspectors enable to examine the
current state of the agent’s body systems and the data that
is actually processed in the decision unit.

Fig. 6. Use case – part 1

VI. RESULTS

Section V describes the simulation environment where
the information representation module is tested. Autonomous
software agents are placed in the Bubble World (BW). Their
abilities are tested by specified use cases. The information

representation module is developed for an interconnection with
the ARS 4.0 reasoning unit. Hence its performance is evaluated
in conjunction with the reasoning unit. Here a use case is
presented. Even its task setting is simple, it is adequate to test
and show the principal behind the proposed model and the way
it works. More complex use cases are defined but not useful to
present here as they would exceed this work. Further articles
will deal with them in detail. In addition the presented use case
shows the interplay between environmental and bodily stimuli
in a well defined form. The configuration setup is composed
out of one autonomous software agent, various energy sources
and obstacles. Fig. 4 visualizes the scenario.

The agent runs out of energy from time to time and has
to refill its levels by moving towards energy sources and
consuming them. There exist two types of energy sources – a
consumable and an uneatable one. If the agent is not eating
it moves around within the environment. If the agent runs
low on energy it searches for a consumable energy source in
the environment. Through the vision sensors, the agent cannot
differentiate the energy sources at first sight. The vision field is
divided into areas that deliver details depending on the distance
between the agent and the energy source. Fig. 6 shows an
energy source in the outer field.

Fig. 7. Use case – part 2

The agent receives information on the shape and color of
the object. This activates the thing-presentation meshes of both
types of energy sources. They are forwarded to the decision
unit. During the decision making process, scenarios that fit
for both energy sources have to be found. A scenario that
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fits for the current task is to move towards the energy source
in order to identify and eat it. This scenario is implemented
by secondary information. After this scenario is selected the
agent approaches the energy source. When the energy source
is directly in front of it, it identifies that the energy source
is rotten (see Fig. 7). Hence, only one thing-presentation
mesh is selected. It is the one that contains an attribute to
a rotten appearance. Actually these attributes are handled
through visual appearance. In the future attributes have to be
defined by additional sensor modalities like olfactory sensor
modality in case of a rotten object.

VII. CONCLUSION

The article at hand discusses a psychoanalytical inspired
information representation module. The defined data structures
are differentiated by their encoding type to primary infor-
mation and secondary information. Regarding this approach
the information is divided by its abstraction level. Primary
information is represented by semantic symbols that emerge
out of sensor data, while secondary information binds meshes
of semantic symbols to signs. These signs form the base in
order to set information in logic context to each other. As a
result, scenarios and action plans are build. The information
representation module coupled to the ARS decision unit and
integrated to an autonomous agent. It holds knowledge on
experiences and rules that are feasible for an accurate decision
making process. As the reasoning unit and the information
representation concept rely to the neuropsychoanalytical ap-
proach, conflicts and contradictions regarding their realization
can be reduced to a minimum.

Future work focuses on the implementation of improved
search algorithms in order to handle search space of frames
and semantic nets. In addition an advanced implementa-
tion of the secondary information layer, respectively word-
presentations is done. Moreover, interaction between the au-
tonomous software agents is established as well as path finding
and localization tasks are integrated to more complex use
cases. In addition the proposed model should be evaluated
by integrating them to smart avatars – e.g. e-learning avatars.
However, the concept is not limited to simulated agents but
can also be applied to multi-agent areas like robotic and sensor
network applications.
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